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2. as grouping or clustering a set of biosequences into
subsets so that each subset shares a distinct common
pattern and the noise is sorted out.
A subproblem of this is finding a pattern commonto a
set of sequences in the presence of an unknownlevel of
noise.
In particular we consider sequences representing proteins and patterns of the type used in PROSITEdatabase (Bairoch 1992), but the method can be applied
for any type of sequences and any type of deterministic patterns (motifs). The problem is important, for
instance, in finding and characterizing protein fanlilies.
A protein class maycontain subclasses, and while each
subclass mayhave a specific motif, the entire class may
have only a very general motif (Wu& Brutlag 1995).
Moreover the problem of simultaneous finding patterns
and subclasses is an essential part of a more general
problem of ’making sense out of biosequential data’.
Our approach is based on

The problem that we are considering in this paper is,
given a set of biosequences, find simultaneously subsets sharing interesting, biologically relevant common
patterns, and the patterns themselves. The sequences
are unaligned, and the set maycontain noise, i.e., there
may be an unknownnumber of biologically unrelated
or faulty sequences. The problem can be viewed from
two different perspectives:

1. finding a definition of an ’interesting set of patterns’,
effectively leading to a definition of ’significance’ or
’fitness’ measure of patterns in respect to a set of
sequences; and

1. as finding a set of interesting patterns in a set of
unaligned biosequences containing noise of unknown
level;

The most important requirement to the fitness measure is that the subsets defined by the fittest patterns
should be close to subfamilies of somebiological meaning. Wealso consider it important that there should
be theoretical foundations for the fitness measure, as
it can provide a better general understanding of the

* The results were obtained while the author was working at the Departmentof ComputerScience, University of
Helsinki.
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2. developing an algorithm that, given a set of sequences, finds a set of patterns with high ’fitness’
according to the definition.

subject-matter. The algorithm finding the fittest pattern set should have acceptable run-time for real-world
data. Additionally we want to prove some performance guarantees to obtain better understanding of the
limitations and advantages of the method.
The problem studied in this paper is closely related
to and contains as a subproblem the automatic discovery of consensus patterns in biosequences. Such patterns help to understand the relationship between a sequence, structure, and function, as well as to identify
new members of the families. Patterns of different
types have been used for these purposes. They can
be divided into probabilistic patterns, e.g., Hidden
Markov Models (Krogh et al. 1994) or profiles (Gribskov, McLachlan, & Eisenberg 1987), and deterministic ones. Each of the types has applications where
it works better; some comparative analysis is given in
(Wu& Brutlag 1995). The most general among the deterministic patterns seems to be the pattern class used
in PROSITEdatabase. In biocomputing research this
class is becominga standard for the types of patterns
that are within the expressive power of regular languages.
Quite a large numberof different algorithms for automatic discovery of patterns in biosequences have been
developed (Neuwald & Green 1994; Neuwald, Liu,
Lawrence 1995; Sagot, Viari, & Soldano 1995; Saqi
& Sternberg 1994; Smith, Annau, & Chandrasegaran
1990; Smith & Smith 1990), for survey see (Brazma
et al. 1995). The only algorithm that we are aware
of that captures a large subset of the pattern class
used in PROSITEdatabase (including gaps of flexible length and flexibly defined groups of amino-acids)
is Pratt (Jonassen, Collins, & Higgins 1995; Jonassen
1996). To have real applications to biology, any pattern
discovery algorithm should be able to deal with noise.
Usually a certain upper bound on the level of noise is
assumed. A typical pattern discovery method is based
on defining a certain pattern significance measure and
looking for the most significant patterns commonto
at least a given number of strings. Another option is
to measure the size of the ’block’ in sequences determined by the pattern. A problem in this case is that a
small number of very similar sequences may produce a
block of a relatively large size. Therefore, a minimal
number of sequences sharing a pattern still has to be
assumed, or some heuristics applied for filtering out
very similar sequences. Ideally, a kind of pattern ’fitness’ measure should be used that incorporates both
the significance of the pattern as such and its fitness
in respect to the given sequences. However, to find a
balanced measure is not an easy task (Jonassen, Helgesen, & Higgins 1996). A theoretically substantiated

balanced measure can be based on the minimumdescription length (MDL)principle (Rissanen 1978; Li
Vitanyi 1993; Kilpel~inen, Mannila, & Ukkonen 1995;
Brazma, Ukkonen, & Vilo 1995).
Very recently the problemof discovering a set of patterns has also come under attention (Conklin 1995).
A Gibbs sampling based algorithm that detects motifencoding regions (i.e., patterns) in sequences and optimally partitions them into distinct motif models is
described in (Neuwald, Liu, & Lawrence 1995). Patterns in this approach are probabilistic. Like in most
pattern discovery algorithms, it is assumed that each
group in the partition contains at least a given number
of sequences. A variation of this method is developed
in (Bailey & Eikan 1995). Discovering sets of deterministic patterns has been studied in (T. Shoudai et al.
1995), but there an upper bound on the number of subclasses has to be assumed a priori. Grouping the sequences and sorting out the noise without any a priori
assumption on the level of noise and the size of the
groups has been studied in (Wu& Brutlag 1995), but
there the sequences are assumedto be given prealigned.
In our approach we do not make any such assumptions. Particularly we do not impose any strict bounds
on the level of noise, on the number of subfamilies,
or on their size. As the pattern class we consider
PROSITEpatterns.
Wededuce the pattern .fitness
measure by Bayesian inference from some simple assumptions about the probability distribution of the sequences. This corresponds to the MDLprinciple meaning in this particular con~xt that the best pattern set
is the one that minimizes the sum of
¯ the length (in bits) of the patterns; and
¯ the length (in bits) of data when encoded with the
help of the patterns.
Wehave developed an algorithm finding the pattern
sets with high fitness according to the defined MDL
fitness measure. The algorithm is based on the pattern discovery algorithm Pratt (Jonassen 1996) and
a greedy set cover algorithm. The greedy algorithm
guarantees the length of the solution to be within the
logarithmic factor from the theoretical optimum.
Wehave carried out a number of computing experiments and obtained encouraging results. In the first
experiment we created an artificial
"superfamily" by
mixing together protein sequences from four different
fmnilies. Our algorithm restored the families. In the
second experiment we used the family of chromo domains. The algorithm correctly found the subfamilies
and discovered a distinct, strong pattern in each of
them.
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The structure of this paper is as follows. In the next
section we derive a pattern significance (fitness) measure from some probability distribution assumptions. In
the third section we describe the algorithm finding good
pattern sets according to this measure and in the fourth
section we report the experimental results. Finally, we
discuss the implications.
Significance

Measure

Let E be a finite alphabet. Let A = {aa,...,an}
be
a set of sequences, such that ai E E*. In practice
A will be a set of biosequences believed to be biologically related. Our goal is, given the set A, to find
disjoint subsets (subfamilies) B1,..., Bk of A and patterns ~h,...,~rk
such that A = B1 O ... U Bk, and
each Bi shares the pattern ~ri (i -- 1,..., k). The patterns ~ri should be good in the sense that they should
define a partition into biologically sensible subfamilies Bi and each ~ri should ideally describe biologically
relevant features shared by the sequences in Bi. Unrelated and noisy sequences should result in singleton
sets Bi = {~j}.
Note that if the sets Bi were given a priori, then the
problem would becomethat of finding interesting patterns commonto each set B~. If, on the other hand,
patterns 7ri were given, then the problem would essentially boil down to pattern matching. We, however,
want to solve both problems simultaneously.
Let us define the class of patterns we are considering.
PROSITE Patterns

and the

Set

Cover

In biocomputing literature the PROSITEpatterns are
usually introduced by examples. For instance, a pattern W-x(2)- [’LI]- [SAG] -x (4 , 5) -R means that
sequence should contain a substring beginning with i/
followed by two arbitrary characters, followed by either
L or I, followed by S, or A, or G, followed by from 4 to
5 arbitrary characters, followed by Ft.
For our purposes we need a more formal definition.
Let ¢ = {bl,... ,b,} be an alphabet disjoint from ~, by
which we in fact denote some fixed subsets K1,..., Ka
of Z. For each bi we define L(bi) = Ki (i = 1,...,
Let us assume that s > m + 1, KI = (al},...,Km
{am}, and K, = E. Wewill frequently identify bi with
ai, for 1 < i < m, and we will denote bs by x.
Let X be the set of all objects of the type x(t,v),
where t and v are nonnegative integers, such that t < v.
Wedefine L(x(t, v)) be the set of all words over ~*
of length between t and v (i.e., L(x(t,v)) = {czI ~ ¯
~*, t < lal <__ v}). Thus x(t, v) effectively means the
wildcard of flexible length from t to v. If dx ... dh is a
string over alphabet ¯ U X then define L(dl ... dk)
{61...6kl61 ¯ L(dl),... ,6k ¯ L(dk)}. A P-pattern is a
36
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string of the type 7r = .¢., where ¢ is a string over the
alphabet ¯ U X. Wedefine the language of a pattern
¯ ¢. as follows:
L(*¢*) = {Tf161fl ¯ L(¢), 7 ¯ E*, 6 ¯ E*
Wesay that a sequence rx contains or matches a pattern ~r, if c~ E L(Tr). As x is equivalent to x(1, 1),
assume that the wildcards are only in the latter form.
The definition of P-patterns covers in practice the most
frequently used subclass of patterns that can be expressed in PROSITEpattern notation. If we restrict
the characters of ¢ to E, then we obtain a subclass
of the substring patterns. A sequence matches such a
pattern if it contains the substring ~.
Let B1,... ,Bk be a partition of A (i.e., B1,... ,Bk
are disjoint and their union is A) and let II
{Trl,...,~rk} be a set of patterns such that the pattern 7rj matches all the sequences of the set Bj :
{fl~,...,fl[:}.
Wecall f~ = { (Trl,B1), . . . , (Trk, Bk) a
cover of A. Wecall II the pattern set of fL Thus, the
notion of the cover includes both the partition and the
patterns, and our problem can be formulated as finding
the best cover.
The first step is to develop a fitness measure F(f~)
such that for a given set of biosequences A, the value of
F(f~) is high whenthe respective partition B1,...,
corresponds to subfamilies sharing ’interesting’ patterns *rl,..., zk. Wewill define F(ft) so that it reaches
maximum
for fl that is the most probable for the given
A under certain probability distribution assumptions,
and we will showthat this definition corresponds to the
MDLprinciple.
First we develop a fitness measure for the substring
patterns.
Significance
Patterns

Measure for

Substring

Let us denote the length of a string ~ by Ic~l. For a
set A = {al,... ,¢z,,} we define HAll = En=l [Oti] , and
IAI = n.
Let us assume that we want to transmit the set of
sequences A over a channel. A trivial way would be to
transmit ~1,... ,a~ one after another. If we abstract
from the fact that some delimiters between sequences
also have to be transmitted, the message length (in
characters) would be HAll. Now,suppose we know that
a substring pattern *e* is present in all the sequences,
i.e., c~i = 7ieSi, for some 7i,6i ¯ ~*. Then we can
compress the messageby first transmitting ~, and then
71,~1,...,Tn,6n.
Similarly, if f~ = {(*cj*,Bj)[j
1,...,k} is a cover of A, then A can be transmitted
using f~, as:

for j = l to k do
send ej
fori=ltoljdo
send ~i’, send 6~
where lj = [Bj[. The message length obtained by this
coding system is Ms(n) = [[A[[-~j=Ik (lj - 1)[ej[. The
MDLprinciple suggests that the best pattern set 11 is
the pattern set of a cover G that minimizes the message
length Ms(G), c.f.(Kilpel~nen,
Mannila, & Ukkonen
1995). The second term in the expression of Me(G)

and it can be considered as the compression in comparison to [[A[[. Minimizing M,(G) equals maximizing
Ca (f~) and thus C8 defines a kind of fitness measurefor
pattern set II in respect to the trivial message length
A. Note that this fitness measure is similar in spirit to
the one used in (Wu& Brutlag 1995).
Next let us introduce a slightly different and more
efficient coding that takes into account relative frequencies of characters ai E ~ and leads to a fitness measure substantiated from the point of view of
Bayesian inference. Let us assume some probability
distribution P(ai) for the characters ai E N, such that
Y]4m__lP(ai) = 1. In practice we take P(ai) proportional to the relative frequency fl of ai in a sequence
database (or in A).
Let us introduce one more character $, where $ ~ E,
and assume the probability P1($) = q, (0 < q < 1).
normalize probabilities P(ai) to P1 (ai) = (1 -q)P(ai),
so that Pl(al)+’’ "+Px(am)+Px($) = 1. Let us assume
that patterns zr are generated in a random Bernoulli
process consecutively outputting letters from E U {$}
with probabilities /°1 and $ signaling the end of the
pattern. Let zr = zd$ be such a string, where zr ~ =
el ... eh E ~*. Wedefine the a priori probability of the
pattern zr as

precisely, let $2 be one more character disjoint from
with a probability P2($2) = P. Let us now normalize
the probabilities P(ai) to P2(ai) = (1 -p)P(ai).
some sequences/3 be generated by outputting characters from Z0{$2} with probabilities P2 and $2 signaling
the end. Let/3 =/3~$2, where/3~ E E*. Weassume that
biosequences are obtained by prefixing and appending
sequences/3~ to zr~. The probability p can be estimated
from the average length of biosequences in the respective family (moreprecisely, we use the fact that ~-p--q--p
+ ~- + 1
equals the average length of sequences ai). Frequently
p is very small, and sometimes can be assumed to be 0.
For more precise definition of this model see (Brazma,
Ukkonen, & Vilo 1995). Note that this model in essence is similar to that of (Neuwald, Liu, & Lawrence
1995). The ratio q = PI($) to p = P2($2) determines
the most probable relative length of strings to patterns.
By varying this ratio we will slant the fitness of patterns towards longer patterns commonto fewer strings
or vice versa.
Weassume the following coding system. First we
send the message’Trl$Tr25...~rk$ :’, i.e., the patterns
separated by $ and somefinal delimiter ’:’. The characters (including the delimiter) are encodedby bit strings
of different length (in some prefix coding) depending
on probabilities P1. Next, we send substrings that we
have to prefix and append to patterns to obtain A, separated by $2, and some additional delimiter signaling
the switching to the next pattern. The characters are
coded by bit-strings of length dependent on P~.
It is shownin (BrazinG, Ukkonen, & Vilo 1995) that
for a given A the most probable pattern set II is the
pattern set of a cover G minimizing the message length
in the described encoding system. This implies the
equivalence of Bayesian and MDLapproaches for the
given model.
Let P~ be a probability distribution over an alphabet
~. For "r = gl .--gh E ~t, denote
h

gP.("/) = -~_,logP~(gi).
i=1

Let 11 = {7r1,... ,Trk}. Wedefine the a priori probability of the pattern set 1I as
PI (11) = Pl(~rl)--.

P1Qrk)- (1

for some 0 < r < 1. Parameters q and r determine the
average length of patterns and how many patterns (in
fact, subfamilies) we a priori want on average.
Next, let us assume that sequences a are obtained
by prefixing and appending to 7r~ some random substrings generated in a similar Bernoulli process. More

The value of re, (7) can be interpreted as the length
of 7 in bits in some optimal coding in respect to the
probability distribution Pz. It has been also shownin
(Brazma, Ukkonen, & Vilo 1995) that G minimizing
the message length M,(G) is the same that maximizes
k

c’,(a)

= zj
j=l

whereu~ = gP2 (Trj) + 2 log p and w~gp~ (zrj) + log(1 r). Thus C~s(G)defines a fitness measure for substring
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patterns that under the described probability assumptions determines the most probable pattern set and the
partitioning for the given set of sequences A.
Next we generalize the model for the class of Ppatterns.

(see Appendix A) that in this case minimizing the
message length (or maximizing the probability) equals
maximizing

Significance
Measure for P-patterns
Let 7r -- *dl... dh* be a P-pattern where the string
dl ... dh is generated in a similar probabilistic process
as the substring patterns, except that the alphabet is
now ¢I, U {$}, and the probability distribution P1 is
over ¢ t3 {$}. For each wildcard character x we generate additionally (with equal probabilities) two random
integers t and v, 0 < t < v < g, to obtain x(t, v). The
assumption of an existence of the upper bound constant
g is not essential in our model, however, it simplifies
the analysis.
The probability distribution P1 should be regarded
as a tool for giving preferences to different characters
representing single amino-acids as well as their groups
used in the patterns. It maybe natural to assign probabilities proportional to the amino-acid frequencies to
characters from E. Theoretically substantiated probabilities for the group characters can possibly be calculated from substitution matrices. Alternatively we can
use some heuristics giving preferences to the groups
that we want to use. A simpler heuristics,
which we
use in the experiments, is to assign the probability 0 to
the groups we do not use, and to distribute the probabilities uniformly amongall other characters.
The optimal message length for a P-pattern 7r is

where

M1(zr) = ~Pl (r) + #X(Tr) ¯ 2
where #X(Tr) is the number of wildcard characters
in the pattern 7r.
Next assume that the sequences ai are generated
from patterns in a similar process as in the case of the
substring patterns, but additionally the pattern characters bj with j > m are replaced by ai E Kj (where
Kj = L(bi)) and gaps x(t, v) are filled. The probability P(ailbj) of a substitution of ai for bj is proportional to P(ai) and can be regarded as the conditional probability of ai on condition bj. Moreprecisely,
let P(Kj) ~’~a, eKj P( ai), th en P(ai]bj) = if
ai E Kj, and 0 otherwise. The gaps x(t, v) are filled
in by randomly choosing an integer y between t and
v, and generating a string of length y by outputting y
characters according to the probability distribution P.
Let ~(r) ---- (il,...,ik)
be positions in r that are
from ¢ (i.e., any character except the type x(t,v)).
Let us denote by 7r(h) the character bj E ¯ in the
position h of ~r. Let us assume that sequences from
B = {at,..., at } contain a pattern zr. It can be shown
38
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F’(Tr,/) = l-(I(7r)

+ 21ogp + f(Tr)) -

l(r) = 11(~)+ 12(~),
11(71")

= It (Tr(J)),

I’(bh) = - ~,i~=1 P2(ai)logP.2(ai)

+

+ ~,a, eKh P2(ailbh) l°gP2(ailbh),
I2(rr)=-

Z log(vi-ti+l)

(the sumis over all characters from X in 7r), and f(Tr)
Xol~rlPx
(x) log(1-P2($z)). I’(bh) can be interpreted as
the decrease in uncertainty provided by the knowledge
that the character in the given position has been chosen
from a limited variety Kh. The term 2 log p comes from
the delimiters $2. The term f(Tr) is very small and can
be ignored in practice.
/i (Tr) is exactly the sameas the first term in the pattern significance measure I of (Jonassen, Collins,
Higgins 1995). The second term in (Jonassen, Collins,
&Higgins 1995), whichis a heuristic correction for flexibilities, is in our case replaced by a theoretically more
substantiated correction/2, suggesting logarithmic dependence on the gap length, rather than linear.
For a cover f~ = {(rl,B1),...,(zrk,Btc)}
of A,
k
total fitness F(ft) = )"]~j-1
Fi (zrj,/j) - klog(1
where lj = [Bj[, and can be expressed as
k

F(fl)

= ~(uj.lj

- wj),

j=l

where uj = I(Trj) + 21ogp+f(Trj), and = t P1(Trj ) +
~X(Trj). 21ogg- log(1 -r). The dominant term is uj
and it corresponds to the compression gained by using
pattern rrj. The term wj corresponds to the length
needed to describe pattern rrj plus delimiters separating
groups Bj.
The pattern set H of ft maximizing F(ft) can
proved to minimize the message length M(f~) if encoded as described above, and to be the most probable
for the set A under the described probability model. In
this wayF(fl) defines a theoretically substantiated fitness measurefor a pattern set II and the corresponding
partition B1,. ¯ ¯, Bk in respect to the given sequences.
Assuming that Pl is uniform and ignoring f(Tr),
obtain that F’(Tr, l) can be approximatedby F"(Tr, l)

l-(I(Tr) - Co) - (cl +c2#X
(~r) +c3) for Co = -2 logp,
Cl = log [~[, e2 = 2 logg, and c3 = -log(1-r)-log(1q) (wherep = P2 ($2), q = P1 ($), r is from the definition
of pattern set II, [~[ is the size of the pattern alphabet
#, and g is the maximalsize of wildcards in patterns).
As c3 depends only on q and r, which do not have good
theoretical estimates, in practice it should be adjusted
experimentally.

MDLApproximation Algorithm
In this section we give a greedy heuristic algorithm
that finds the set of patterns defining a partitioning
of A. The computation of the absolute best partitioning is NP-hard (hence not believed possible in reasonable time) even when the set of patterns is given, see
(Brazma, Ukkonen, & Vilo 1995). Still, we can show
that our polynomial-time implementation gives a solution that is guaranteed to be close to the optimal.
By Mopswe denote the minimal value of the message
length M(f~) for the fixed pattern class, say substring
or PROSITEpatterns. Each set Bi in a cover f~ will
be a subset of the set Di of sequences in A that match
the pattern ri. It is proved in (Brazma, Ukkonen,
Vilo 1995) that the following algorithm Greedy, given
a set of strings A, finds a cover f~, such that M(f~)
Mo~t x log [A[ + O(1).
Let u(Tri) -- ui, and w(Tr~)= w~ be functions defined
in the previous section. Then the algorithm can be
described as follows.
Greedy(A)return cover of
Ue-A;f~+--O
while U ¢ @do
find a pair (~r, D) maximizing
where D C U and ~r matches all sequences of D
~- ~ U {(~, D)}
Ue-U-D
end

return f~
The algorithm is a variation of the greedy algorithm
for the weighted set cover problem (Chv~tal 1979).
follows from the previous section that the gain (i.e.,
the compression achieved) by selecting pattern 7ri is
u(Tri). [Di[-w(Tri), where Di C A consists of the strings
in A that are covered by 7ri but not by any pattern that
has already been selected in the previous steps. Pattern
7ri that gives the maximal relative compression (compression per one string) is selected ("greedily’) next.
Although the algorithm above is formulated differently
than that in (Brazma, Ukkonen, & Vilo 1995), they can
be shownto be equivalent. The running time of the new
version maybe different because we do not generate all
patterns from the set A, but instead find only the best
pattern for decreasing subsets U of A.

In (Brazma, Ukkonen, & Vilo 1995) we show that
for substring patterns, the cover f~ can be computed
in time O([A[ ¯ [lAID. For P-patterns, the running time
of algorithm Greedy is at most [A[ times the time of
finding the best pattern ~r for the set U C_ A. In practice, to find the P-patterns 7r we modified an existing
algorithm Pratt (Jonassen 1996) so that it maximizes
thefunction u(=)w(=)/IDI.
Prattis a toolforpattern
discovery
ina setof proreinsequences
(Jonassen,
Collins,& Higgins1995;
Jonassen1996).It is ableto discoverP-patterns
defined
inSection
2.2,andallows
theusertogivea set
ofparameters
defining
restrictions
onthepatterns
to be
searched for. For example, the user gives a list of the
possible amino-acid groups (i.e., the alphabet ¯ in our
terminology), the maximumpattern length, the maximum length of a wildcard region, and the maximum
amountof flexibility to be allowed (i.e., maximum
value
for v and v - t for wildcard regions z(t, v)).
Pratt aims at finding the highest scoring patterns
present in at least l of a given set of n sequences according to a fitness measuresimilar to I in the previous
section. Motivated by the results in Section 2, the fitness measure in Pratt was modified to use logarithmic
gap penalty, i.e., for every wildcard region x(t, v) in a
pattern zr we subtract log2(v - t + 1) from Ii(~r).
Pratt optimizes the function I for pre-given I while in
our MDL-algorithm we want to maximize the function
E(lr, l) F"(~J)
No
" te th at to opt imize I f orsome
i
small value of l (that should give best I) is not sufficient, because there may be a different I that gives
worse/-measure but better E-measure. The problem
can be overcome if we compute the best pattern according to /-measure for all possible values I. Then
for some l we will get the pattern that maximizes E
amongall possible values l. As very small 1 values are
computationally difficult for Pratt, we use some lower
bound lml,.
F-Pratt (A) return (It, E(z:,
bestpattern = e; bestcost = 0
for l = [A[ downtol,~i, do
7r = pattern producedby Pratt(A, I)
if E(~r,l) > bestcost then
bestcost=-E(Tr, l);
bestpattern= lr;
end
return bestpattern, bestcost
This algorithm actually implements the greedy
choice of algorithm Greedy: ’Tmd a pair (Tr, D) maximizing u(Tr)’l~nl~w(~r)-’, where D C_ U." MDL-Pratt
the program implementing the algorithm Greedy using
F-Pratt.
We useda heuristic
version
of Prattwhichis de-
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scribed in (Jonassen 1996), therefore formally we are
not guaranteed to find the highest-scoring patterns.
Wewant to use quite a general class of patterns, and
the non-heuristic version of Pratt would be too timeconsuming to be practical.
As I and E measures get
closer to each other for larger l, another speed-up is to
evaluate Pratt not for every possible l, but instead to
use some logarithmic scale to skip most of them, especially for larger I. Experimentalresults indicate that it
is possible to skip manyof the values l and still obtain
almost the same result as when evaluating all/-values.
In comparisonwith the other existing pattern set discovery algorithms (Neuwald, Liu, & Lawrence 1995;
T. Shoudai et aL 1995; Wu & Brutlag 1995), MDLPratt is able to generate more complicated candidate patterns covering different subsets of the given sequences and uses more powerful fitness measure for
their evaluation. This allows MDL-Pratt to use a very
simple method, namely the greedy heuristics, for splitting the original set into subfamilies. In (Neuwald,Liu,
& Lawrence 1995; T. Shoudai et al. 1995) a nontrivial
probabilistic algorithm is used for generating candidate
patterns and subfamilies. The pattern fitness there is
evaluated by using maximumlikelihood (ML) principle
which, in fact, is a special case of MDL
principle (Li
& Vitanyi 1993). Basically it means taking the "most
informative pattern" commonto at least given number
of sequences. In our terminology it would essentially
mean taking wj -- 0 and requiring that the pattern
matches at least a given number of sequences. Experiments have shown that combined with this simplified
fitness measure the greedy heuristics is not sufficient.
The fitness measure in (Wu & Brutlag 1995) can also
be regarded as a special case of our MDLmeasure,
and essentially be obtained from our measure by taking wj = uj. The pattern candidates in (Wu& Brutlag
1995) are generated by simpler algorithm than MDLPratt, based on the assumption that the patterns are
prealigned. On the other hand (Wu & Brutlag 1995)
uses a more complicated algorithm, beamsearch, for
splitting the sequence set into subfamilies.
Experiments
Here we present two experimental results obtained by
MDL-Pratt algorithm described in the previous sections for some real biosequence data. In the first
experiment the input for the algorithm was an artificial "superfamily" of biosequences created by mixing together sequences from different protein families. The algorithm correctly splitted them back into
the original groups. In the second experiment the algorithm was able to discover subfamilies in a family
of chromo domains that are very similar to subfam-
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N J-tree (ClustalW) of chromodomains

¢llrasical
chromo
domnins
linked to
chron~o
dora@in@

Figure 1: Estimate of the phylogenetic tree for the chromo
domainsegments included in the analysis. The tree was
produced using Clustal W(Thompson,Higgins, & Gibson
1994) which uses the neighborhood joining method(N
for estimating phylogenetic trees (Saitou &Nei 1987), and
was taken from the ’official’ World-Wide-Web
pages for
(Aasland & Stewart 1995). The dashed ellipses show the
two most important subsets identified by MDL-Pratt.
ilies reported by domain experts (Aasland & Stewart
1995). For complete test data and more details see
(http://www.ii.uib.no/~inge/papers/mdl/).
In thefirstexperiment
we retrieved
thesequences
in four PROSITE(release 13.0, January 1996) families using SRS (Etzold & Argos 1993). The families are TP1 (AC PS00541) containing 6, TP2_I (AC
PS00970) containing 5, SARA(AC PS01020) containing 4, and SPASE_II (AC PS 00855) containing 5 sequences. These 20 sequences were input to the MDLPratt systemwith parameters Co = 10, Cl -- 10, c.2 -- 3,
and c3 = 10. It recovered all four families, and one
pattern conserved in each of them.
As a more complex experiment we used a set of 31
sequence segments, all believed to contain chromo domains which are involved in chromatin regulation. The
31 segments included two sets identified by Aasland
and Stewart: 8 classical chromo domains linked to
chromo shadow domains (set 1), and 8 chromo shadow
domain segments (set 2) (Aasland & Stewart 1995).
Figure 1 shows an estimated phylogenetic tree for the
31 segments, where the subfamilies are shown. The tree
was produced using Clustal W (Thompson, Higgins,
& Gibson 1994) which uses the neighborhood joining
(N J) method for estimating phylogenetic trees (Saitou
& Nei 1987).
Thc covcr produced by MDL-Pratt with Co = 10,

DmHPI_A
DvHPI_AHuHPI_A
NoMODI_A
HoMOD2_A
PcHETI_APcHET2_A
E-x(0,1) -E-E- [FY]-x-V-E-K-[IV] - [IL] -D- [Ell] -R-x (3,4) -O-x-V-x-Y-x-L-KW-K-O[FY]-x- lED]-x- [HED]-N-T-W-E-P-x
(2) -N-x- [ED]-C-x- [ED]-L- [IL].
2,

DNHPI_B
DvHPI_BHuHPI_BMoMODI_B
MoMOD2_B
PcHETI_B
L-x(2,3)
-E-[Kit]
-I-[IL]-G-AITS]-D-[TSN]
-x-C[EDR]
-L-x-F-L-x
(2)- [FW]
[KE]-x(2)-D-x-A[ED]-x-V-x[AS]-x(2)-A-x
(2)-K-x-P-x
(2)-[IV]-I-x-F-Y-E

3.

DNPcMoMOD3
HUNG44
CfTENVFoSKPYMoCHDI_A
MoCHDI_B
ScYEZ4_B
Y-x(0,2) -L- [IV] -K-W-x
(6) - [HE]-x- [TS]-W-E-x
(4)-

Figure 2: The cover obtained when running MDL-Pratt on the 31 chromo domain sequence segments. The remaining 10
sequenceswere represented by singleton sets in the cover, i.e., no pattern was found betweenthemdecreasing the description
length for this set of parameters.
Cl = 10, c2 : 3, c3 = 10, is shown in figure 2. The
two first sets in this cover correspond to sets 1 and 2.
The first set in the cover produced by MDL-Pratt is
set 1 defined by Aasland and Stewart, except that the
SPSWI6_Asegment is not included, and the second set
in the cover is set 2 defined by Aasland and Stewart except that PcHET2_Band SpSWI6_Bare not included.
The reason that the sets identified by MDL-prattdo not
include these segments, is probably that the remaining
segments share a pattern that is significantly stronger
than all patterns (in the class of patterns explored by
Pratt) shared by the complete set 1, respectively set
2. This means that for the specific set of sequences
our algorithm has been able to automatically discover
the subfamilies of chromo domains corresponding to
Aasland and Stewart’s classification
The algorithm also found a third "subfamily" sharing a commonpattern, but this pattern is muchweaker.
Note also, that the values of Co, Cl, c2 and ca are very
close to the theoretical estimates for the particular sequences and patterns.
In this specific test case, we analyzed segments (and
not complete sequences) in order to make comparison
with the results in (Aasland & Stewart 1995) easier,
and to save computation time. Analyzing sequence segments is relevant for example if one wants to analyze
a set of segments found to have local similarities to a
query sequence, using a database homologysearch program, such as BLAST(Altschul et al. 1990). Most of
the computing time used by MDL-Pratt was spent to
produce the set of hypotheses for the greedy set cover
algorithm to chose from. The analysis of the 31 sequence segments in the chromo domain test case, took
around 10 minutes on a DECalpha workstation.
These results indicate that MDL-Pratt can be used
to discover family- and subfamily-relationships in a set
of sequences. It depends on the existence of relatively
strong patterns (in the class considered by Pratt) being
conserved in the families/subfamilies to be identified.

Discussion
Wehave introduced a theoretically founded significance
(fitness) measure based on MDLprinciple for a class
of PROSITEpatterns allowing ambiguous pattern positions and variable length wildcards. Wemodified the
pattern discovery algorithm Pratt accordingly. As far
as we know,this is the first explicit application of MDL
principle for pattern discovery in biosequences.
The significance
measure has been derived from
simple assumptions regarding the probability distribution of biosequences. It contains a numberof free variables having a direct interpretation in the probability
model. The values of most of the variables can be estimated from the frequencies of amino-acids in databases and the average length of sequences. Others can
be used as parameters by changing which estimation of
multi-level family relationships for the given sequences
can be obtained and the main structure of a phylogenetic tree hypothesized. One could first slant the optimumtowards weak patterns and big sets in order to to
identify high-level families (i.e., main subtrees). Then
each of these could be analyzed for sub-families using
parameters slanting the optimumtowards stronger patterns.
It mayseem that there is an excess of the free variables. This is mainly caused by the fact that there
is no good theoretical estimates of a priori probabilities for the groups of amino-acids. This problem has
been recognized in the literature, e.g., (Sagot, Viari,
Soldauo 1995; Wu& Brutlag 1995), and some heuristics has usually been applied to selecting the possible
groups. Our approach gives a possibility to introduce
more flexibility in selecting these groups as, by varying
their a priori probabilities, we can slant the optimum
towards preferring different groups without completely
excluding any of them.
Although our approach has mainly a theoretical origin, the algorithm produced very sensible practical results. Applied to a family of chromo domains, it predicted subfamilies very similar to those defined by do-
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main experts. Moreover, it revealed that the chosen
sequences share a very strong commonpattern, while
the remaining ones do not contain this pattern.
MDL-Pratt and other pattern-based
methods may
be important for finding family- and subfamilyrelationships in cases where high-quality global multiple alignments are difficult to obtain. Further work
can include more elaborate experiments with MDLPratt being applied to more sequence sets. The theoretical part of this work may be extended to include
MDLbased evaluations of covers where patterns may
match overlapping sets of sequences or may have multiple hits in sequences, and for other pattern classes.
An interesting task from the algorithmic point of view
is to develop an algorithm that optimizes the MDLsignificance measure directly. Approaches like genetic
algorithms may be useful here.
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APPENDIX A: Derivation
Measure

of the

Fitness

Let us calculate the optimal message length M2for sequences B = (al,...,at}
containing a P-pattern 7r.
To send the set B = {al,... ,at} we send the prefixes
and the suffixes of each string ai exactly like in the
case of substring patterns, but additionally we send
the information regarding the positions in n that are
not characters from E. Wewill deal separately with
characters form (I) and from X. If 121 = {(~r, B)},
the message length for B can be expressed as
M2(121) = ~p2(Prefix(B))

+~p~(Suffix(B))+

+
where the first and the second terms mean the message
length correspondingto the sets of prefixes and suffixes,
M1(~1) is the additional information for characters bi,
i > m, and M2(121)for the characters x(t,v).
Let us begin with M~(~I). We fix a particular
ordering of elements (ahl,...,ahd)
for each given set
gh = {ahl,...,
aha }. For each position in ~r containing a character bi E ¢ we have to send the information
specifying the particular character ahj in this position
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in the string. To specify this information takes
j~fl(al)

=

-j=l

ENis(B)logP(ailbj)
i=1

bits, where Nij(B) is the number of substitutions of
ai for bj that have been applied to obtain strings of B
from the pattern 7r. Let (~(Tr) = (il,..., ik) be positions
in ~r that are from (I), and lr(h) be the character
in the position h of n. Then for large IIBll the last
expression tends to
-l. E~=~Eim=l Nj(r)P(a/[b~)log

P(a/lbi)

-l . Ehe¢(,) E/m=iP(a/llr(h) ) log P(ai[Tr(h)
where Nj(Tr) is the numberof letters bj in the pattern
7r, and l -- IB[.
For the characters of x(t,v), we have to send y
(t <_ y _< v) characters from the basic alphabet E, and
additionally log2 (v - t + 1) bits specifying the particular y (note, that in this way we do not have to send
delimiter). Thus
M~(~,) = tp(Gaps(U))

+ E log(vi
z(t~,v~)

ti + 1),

where Gaps(B) is the set of sequences substituted for
wild-cards in Ir to obtain B. The second term represents the information about the length of each substitution sent together with the substitution itself. Thus,
the message length corresponding to the most probable
pattern ~r is U((~r,B)) = Ml(Tr) + M2((zr, B))
(The term -log r comes from the delimiter separating
M1 and M2.)
The minimization of M(f~l) is equivalent to maxirnization of the compression C(121) in respect
gp2(B), where C(f~l) ~P2(B) - (~ p2(Prefix(B)) +
~p2(Suffix(B)) + Mll(f~l) + M1(12~)). For large
tends to F’(Tr, l) as defined in the secondsection of this
paper. For more details see (Brazma, Ukkonen, & Vilo
1995).
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